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Afline Lie algebras form an important class of infinite-dimensional Kac- 
Moody Lie algebras (c.f. [S]). In recent years representation theory of 
afftne Lie algebras has received much attention because of its surprising 
connections with different areas of mathematics and physics. An important 
feature of the representation theory of afine Lie algebras which leads to 
many of these interesting connections is the existence of explicit realizations 
of certain nontrivial representations of affine Lie algebras. Among these 
realizations, the “principal realizations” and the “untwisted (homogeneous) 
realizations” have proved to be especially useful. The representations under 
consideration here are called the standard (i.e., irreducible integrable 
highest weight) representations. These representations are the inlinite- 
dimensional analog of the finite-dimensional irreducible highest weight 
representations of a semisimple Lie algebra. An affine Lie algebra has a 
one-dimensional center. The standard representation of an affine Lie 
algebra is said to be of level k E @ if the canonical central element acts as 
multiplication by k. 
In 1978 Lepowsky and Wilson [17] constructed the level one standard 
modules for A’,‘) in the principal picture. In [ 111 this construction was 
generalized to the level one standard modules for all simply-laced afine Lie 
algebras. Frenkel and Kac [6] and Segal [31] have given explicit con- 
structions of these modules in the untwisted realization. The constructions 
of these modules in the general realization are given in [lo, 141. The level 
one representations of nonsimply-laced affine Lie algebras have been 
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studied by several researchers (e.g., [ 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 22, 24, 26, 303) from 
different viewpoints. However, less is known regarding explicit construc- 
tions of higher level standard modules. The standard modules for A’,” have 
been explicitly constructed at all levels [ 16, 19-20, 21, 231 in both prin- 
cipal and untwisted realizations. In [24,25] the level two standard 
modules for A’:’ and A $i’ have been constructed in the principal realiza- 
tion. In [ 321, Wang has carried out this computation further and construc- 
ted the level two standard modules for A:‘), Ar), and A:‘. The arguments 
in [24,25] involve some explicit computations which cannot be 
generalized to arbitrary rank. Recently, using the techniques introduced in 
[21,23], the author has given explicit constructions of all level two 
standard modules for any affine special linear Lie algebra of odd rank 
[28,29] in the principal picture. 
In this paper we have given explicit constructions of all level two 
standard modules for any affine special inear Lie algebra of arbitrary rank. 
In particular, the level two standard modules for an even rank afline special 
linear Lie algebra have been constructed in this paper for the first time. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall the basic definitions and facts from [29]. 
A more general exposition of the concepts discussed here can be found 
in [20]. 
Let g = d(n + 1, C), n 2 2 be the complex simple Lie algebra over the 
field of complex numbers C. Let Ei, F,, Hi, i = 1,2, . . . . n, be the canonical 
set of generators of g, where Ei=Ei,i+l, Fi=Ei+,,i, Hi=Eii-Ei+,,i+l, 
i = 1, 2, . ..) n, with E, denoting the matrix units. Consider the symmetric 
invariant nonsingular bilinear form 
(4 y.> = Wv) for all x, y E g, 
on g. Let lj denote the Cartan subalgebra of g with basis {H,, H,, . . . . H,}. 
Identify h with its dual h* via ( , ). Observe that E0 = E,, i,r and 
Fo=&,,+, are, respectively, a lowest and highest root vector of g with 
respect to h. Take H,= [E,, F,J. Then [H,, E,,] = 2E,,. Let m be the 
Coxeter number of g. Note that m = n + 1. The principal automorphism v of 
order m of g is defined by 
v(HJ = Hi, V(Ei) = WEi, v(Fi) = o-‘F,, 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n, where o is a fixed primitive mth root of unit. Define 
E= t Ei and a= {xcg: [x, E] =O}. 
i=O 
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Then a is a Cartan subalgebra of g, called the principal Cartan subalgebra. 
Identify a with its dual a* via ( , ). Observe that v(E)=oE and a is 
v-stable. Let A denote the set of roots of g with respect o a. Fix an ordered 
base {c~i, x2, . . . . a,) of A such that, for i < j, i, j= 1, 2, . . . . n, 
(a,, u,) = 
{ 
2, if i=j 
- 1, if j=i+l 
0, otherwise, 
(see [4]). For GI E A, let r, be the usual reflection given by 
(1.1) 
r,(D)=B- (A a>@ for all BE A. 
Then by [12, Theorem 9.31, we have VI, is a Coxeter-Killing transforma- 
tion up to conjugation by an element of the Weyl group of A. Hence we 
can and do suppose that VJ u = ror, rr2 . . . ran. Therefore, VI, is fixed point free 
and A breaks into n v-orbits each of cardinality m = n + 1. Let /Ii = Ci= i LX,, 
i=l,2 , . . . . n. Then S= {/I,, p2, . . . . /I,,) is a set of representatives of the n 
v-orbits in A (see [29, Proposition 1.11). For pi, 1 < i < n, choose a 
corresponding nonzero root vector xg,. Since vp(xg,), 1 <p i m, 1 < i< n, 
is a root vector for the root vp/Ii, we can and do take 
+g, = vP(xj?,), 1 <pPm, 1 <i<n. (1.2) 
Thus we have chosen a root vector xg for every p E A. 
For p E Z,, define 
9 (p)= {xeg: vx=oPx}. 
For n E Z, define g(,, = gcn), where fi denotes n reduced module m. Then 
g= LI g(P) 
PEGi 
is a i&-gradation of g. Consider the infinite-dimensional Lie algebra 
8(1)=963,a=Ct, t-‘l@Cc, 
where C [t, t- ‘1 is the @-algebra of Laurent polynomials in the indeter- 
minate t, c is a nonzero central element of i(l) and 
[x@ t’, y@tj] = [x, y] @ t’+j+mP’ci6i,-j tr(xy) 
for all x, y E g, i, Jo Z. Let d be the derivation of Q( 1) given by 
d(c) = 0 and d=l@t$ on g@, C[t, t-l] 
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and consider the semidirect product Lie algebra 
fi(l)=&l)@@d. 
Extend v to a Lie algebra automorphism of g(l) by setting 
v(c) = c, v(d) = d 
v(xQt’)=vxQo-‘t’, xeg, iEh. 
(1.3) 
Define ij and CJ to be the corresponding subalgebras of fixed points of Q( 1) 
and !j( 1) under v. Then 
and g=fiO@d. 
Define 
ei=Ei@t, fi=FiQt-‘, and hi=Hi+m-‘c, 
for i=O, 1, 2, . . . . n. Then {e,, fi, hi: i= 0, 1, . . . . n} form a set of canonical 
generators of the (twisted) affine Lie algebra 8 = d(n + 1, C)” associated 
with the simple Lie algebra g. Note that, d(e,)=e,, d(fi)= -fi, and 
d(hJ = 0, for 0 < i < II, and c = h, + h, + . . . + h,. 
For i E H. define 
&= {xE~: [d,x]=ix}. 
Then 
gives a Z-gradation, called the principal gradation of Q and induces 
naturally a E-gradation in the universal enveloping algebra %(CJ), 
Observe that & = gCO) @ Cc @ Cd and gi = gCiJ @ t’ for i # 0. For any v-stable 
subspace b of g, define 
and denote 
b(i) = b n g(i), for iCZ 
“=u (b,,,@t’)O@c@@d. 
icZ 
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The subalgebra 5 of 6 defined by 
is called the extended principal Heisenberg subalgebra of g. Set 
c* = u (q&w~). 
iz-0 
Then 6 = 6 _ 0 6,, @ 6 + . The subalgebra 
is called the principal Heisenberg subalgebra of 3. 
For xEg=IIpeZ, g(,,), write x=~,,~~x~~), where xCp,Egtpj. For 
n E E, define xc,) = xc,), where fi is n reduced modulo m. Now observe that 
pCO, = 0, for all BE A c a. For /I E A, define X(fl, i) = (x~)(~) @t’ E 6, for all 
i E Z and p(j) = /Iv, @ tjg 8, for all j E Z, andj f 0 mod(m). It follows from 
(1.2) that for BEA, 
X(vp/?, i) = oPX(j?, i). (1.4) 
Hence observe that the set 
B=(c,d,p(j),X(D,i):i,j~Z,B~S,j~Omod(m)} (1.5) 
form a basis for 3. For an indeterminate [ define the following formal 
Laurent series 
-VA l)= C -VP, i)ii, 
isZ 
B(i)= c PWP for all /?E A, 
j f0 mod(m) 
S(C)= c ii, OS([)= C iii, 
iEZ ie+ 
where D denotes the linear operator D, = ((d/do. Then the following 
proposition follows from [20, Theorem 2.41 and (1.4). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For k, 1= 1, 2, . . . . n and any two commuting indeter- 
minates [, and l2 we have 
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(1.8) 
for k+l<m and 
CwLk7 ilh WPk? i2)l 
E-m -1Pk(i2) &wpkil/L) + m-24D6)(o-kC&). (1.9) 
Observe that, we have &, = lj 0 Cc 0 Cd, an abelian Lie subalgebra of 8, 
spanned by h,, hi, . . . . h,, and d. Let I E Ij,* be a linear functional on ho. 
A g-module V generated by a vector Us #O such that eiul =0 for 
i = 0, 1, 2, . ..) n, and xv2 = J(x) V~ for all x E &, is called a highest weight 
module with highest weight 1. The vector vi, called a highest weight vector, 
is unique up to a scalar multiple. The number n(c) E C is called the level of 
the module I’. 
A highest weight &module V with highest weight 1 and corresponding 
highest weight vector u1 is called a standard (or integrable highest weight) 
Q-module if there is an integer r 2 1 such that f,!un = 0 for 0 < i < n. This 
last condition forces ;1 to be dominant integral, that is, A(hi) E N for 
0 < i< n. It is known (for example, see [13]) that for each dominant 
integral AE$$ there is a unique (up to isomorphism) standard g-module 
L(I) and it is irreducible. Without loss of generality, we can and do restrict 
our attention to the standard &modules L(I) when I(d) =O, so that 
IEspan{h,* 1 O<i<n} E&, where h:(5) = 6, and h,*(d) = 0, 0 < i, j < n. 
In this paper we want to study the standard Q-module of level two. From 
now on, L(1) stands for the standard Q-module of level two with highest 
weight I, such that I(d) = 0. Denote by Lk c L(A) the eigenspace of d with 
eigenvalue k E Z. Then 
(1.10) 
Lo= @a,, Lk = U(Q)kuI, and dim, Lk < co. The principal character x(L(A)) 
of L(A) is defined by 
x(W)) = 1 (dim L-k) qk E ~CCqll, 
kZ0 
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where Z[ [q]] is the ring of formal power series in the indeterminate q. 
This principal character x(,C(A)) h as a known product expansion (cf. [25, 
Formula 1.11). In fact, for II = Aj = A,* + h:, j= 0, 1, . . . . [(n + 1)/2], it can 
be easily checked that 
x(L(/$))= n (1 -qy JJ (1-qk)-’ (1.11) 
kr0 mod(n + 3) 
kfOmod(n+ 1) k#O, _+(i+ 1) 
when O<j< (n + 1)/2, and 
x(wjz,))= n (1 -dT’ l-l (1 -qk)-I(1 -q[) 
k>O I,k>O 
ks+Omod(n+ 1) k$O,(j+l)mod(n+3) 
I=(j+l)mod(n+3) (1.12) 
when n is odd and j = (n + 1)/2. 
For a formal indeterminate [, denote by End(L(l))(i} the @-vector 
space of formal Laurent series in c with coeficients in End(,C(A)). For 
j? E A, recall 
w, 0 = 1 ((X/?)(i) 0 ti ii iC.72 (1.13) 
and define for r E C* 
E’(B, Lr)=exp fm ,Fo (b,,i@l*i)i*j/jr), (1.14) 
( 
j+O mod(m) 
where “exp” means the formal exponential series. We can and will view 
X(/I, [) and ,?P((B, [, r) as elements of End(L(A)){[}. Now it easily follows 
from the definitions that, for j?, y E A, p E Z,, 
E’(B + Y, i, r) = E’(B, i, r) E* (Y, 5, r) (1.15) 
E’(vPa, c, r) = E’(fl, wp[, r). (1.16) 
For /I E A define 
WA i, r) = E-W, i, r) .WX 0 E+(B, L r). (1.17) 
Note that Z(p, [, r) are well-defined elements of End(L(l))([} since the 
grading of L(A) is truncated from above (see (1.10)). We say that 
TE End(L(1)) is homogeneous of degree z E C if [d, T] = zT. Observe that 
TE End(L(A)) has degree z E C if and only if TL, C Lk + I for all k E Z. Let 
W, L r) = C Z(P, i, r)i’. 
isH 
(1.18) 
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Then Z(fl, i, r) E End(L(d)) are homogeneous of degree i. If I = L(c) E C*, 
we will sometimes drop the “r” in the notation, and write E*(p, [), 2(/l, [), 
Z(j?, [), Z(/I, i). It follows from (1.4), (l-13), (1.15), (1.16), and (1.17) that 
for /?~.4, PGZ,, 
x(B,C)=E-(-B,5)Z(B,r)E+(-P,r) 
and 
Z(P, ~“5) = Z(vPB, 5) 
in End(L(l)){i}. Hence for /?E A we have 
Z(vpp, i) = opiZ(j!?, i) 
for all iEZ and PEZ,. 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
(1.21) 
DEFINITION [l&20]. The algebra Z= Z,,,, is the subalgebra of 
End L(J) generated by the set 
Denote by Q(L(I)) the vacuum space of L(1), that is, 
sz(L(1)) = { 0 EL(I) ( 6 + u = O}. (1.22) 
It is known that [a’, Z(/?, [)] =0 for all BE A (see [18,20]) and d stabi- 
lizes Q(L(il)). Hence B(L(1)) is stable under ZLCnj and is a &,-module. 
Also 
ww)) = LT. f&w))-k, 
k>O 
where Q(L(I))-k = {uE Q(L(i)) 1 du = -kv}. 
We have the following linear isomorphism (see [19]) 
f: U(L)@, Q(L(1)) +L(I) 
for all u E 5 _ and u E Q(L(1)). In particular 
where 
(1.24) 
F=x(U(L))= n (1-qk)-! (1.25) 
k>O 
k#Omod(m) 
(1.23) 
481/137/1-S 
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Also, there is the linear map (see [20] ) 
defined by 
X(C) = l.(c) 
n(d)=d@l+l@d 
n(x)=x@l for XEL 
7$y)=lOy for ye6, 
n(X(B, i))=Jf-C-B, 0 E+(-PY 1)OZut i) 
for /? E d, which gives a &module structure on iY(G _ ) @c Q(L(il)). Using f 
and rr, we see that the structure of the &module L(1) is completely deter- 
mined by the structure of the Z ,(,,-module sZ(L(1)). It is also known that 
(see Cl& 203) Q(L(A)) = Z,,,, .ul. In particular, using (1.21) we have 
SZ(L(~))=sPan,(z(Bi,,j,)...z(Bi,,j,)v,), (1.26) 
where r > 0, j, E Z and 1 G i, < n, for each k. Finally, we have the following 
generalized commutation relations among the Z-operators which follow 
from [20, Theorem 3.101 (see also [25, Theorem 2.101) in this setting. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let 11, c2 be two commuting indeterminates. Then on 
the level two module L(1) we have 
where 
(1 --w ‘-k5&)1’2u - il/r2Y2 
F(k, k cl7 ‘3= (1 -o-k[1/[2)U2(1 -&“J~)W (1.27) 
Now using Proposition 1.2, it follows from (1.26) that 
(1.28) 
where r 2 0, /? = pi and j, E Z for each k. 
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2. GENERATING FUNCTION IDENTITIES 
Suppose that the level one standard &modules L(h,?), 0 <j< n, are 
generated by the highest weight vectors uj # 0, 0 < j < n, respectively. Then 
observe that L(h$)@L(h,*) is a &module of level two with highest weight 
I = h$ + hi* and highest weight vector (uO @ vi). Set v1 = u,, @ uj. Then by 
uniqueness of standard modules the standard &module L(1) with highest 
weight A = h$ + II,? will be isomorphic to the submodule of Q/z,*) @ L(h,?) 
generated by uA. Hence from here on we can and do view the level two 
standard B-modules L(I) with highest weight 1= h$ + h,+, 0 < j < n, as sub- 
modules of L(h,*)@ L(h]T), respectively. Denote t = [(n + 1)(2] + 1. Note 
that up to isomorphism of the Dynkin diagram of 3 it is enough to con- 
sider only the cases A = h$ + h,? with 0 <j< t - 1. Other level two standard 
B-modules can be studied similarly. 
Let b=fil, and ueL(I)sL(h~)@L(h~), I=h,*+h,+, j=l,2,...,t-1. 
Then (see [20, 25,271) in our present setting, 
w, i)u = Z(B, 5,2b 
= [E-(8, c-3 2) WC 0 E+(P, 5,2)0E-(8, i, 2) E+(B, i, 2) 
+E-(p,i,2)E+(B,5,2)6E~(B,i,z)x(B,i)E+(B,5,2)10 
= Ch3(xp)co,) E-(8, I, 2) E-(-B, i, 1) 
x E+(-B, iv 1) E+(A L 2J6QE-M 512) E+(B, L 2) 
+ h,%x,),,,) E-UC L 2) E+(P, L 2) 
oJf-u3, I, 2) Ep(-P, i, 1) E+(-B, t-,1) E+u3, i 2)lv 
=uCE-(-P,i)E+(-P,1)0E-(p,i)E+(P,i) 
+o’Jf-(P, 0 E+(A i)OE-(-B, i)E+(-B, Olv, (2.1) 
where a = h,*((x,),,,). Observe that for two commuting indeterminates Cl 
and c;’ we have on a level k g-module V, (see [20, Proposition 3.4]), 
E+(fB, 51, r) E-tkP, 52, s) 
=E-(+A 52, s) E+(+B, il. r)(l -il/~2)zk’(rs) 
x (1 -o&/&-k’(“)(l -o-‘[&-k”“’ (2.2) 
and 
E+(+B, Cl, r) E-(TB, 52, s) 
=E-(TB,52,S)E+(fP,11,r)(l-11/52)-2k’(rs) 
x ( 1 - oc &)k”‘“‘( 1 - 0 - ‘[ Jl*)k”‘“‘. (2.3) 
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Now for two commuting indeterminates cl and iZ, let F([,, iz) denote the 
formal power series F(1, 1; iI, 12), (see (1.27)) so that 
FCC,, 12)=(1 -ilKAl -dlli2)--1;‘2(1 -o-‘i,/iJ ‘;2. (2.4) 
For simplicity, from here on Z(c) and Z(i) will denote Z(/l, c) and 
Z(/?, i), respectively, where B = /?r. For a commuting set of indeterminates 
i, 5 L ...? ip, p > 2, we define 
with P(<OC,,, . . .. i,(,,) = P([, , . . . . [,) for r~ E S, and define 
a5 1, . . . . i,) = P(il 2 ..., i,) z(id-45,): 
= n (1 -ii/Ck)(l -@Ci/Ck)“’ 
l<i<k<p 
‘(l-o-‘ii/ik)1’2z(r1)...Z(rp). (2.7) 
For any two commuting indeterminates [, and c2 we define the generalized 
bracket 
Mr,), Z(52)11 = :z(i,) ai21: - :atJ z(l-1):. 653) 
Then it follows from Proposition 1.2 that 
THEOREM 2.1 [29, Theorem 3.11. Let Cl, 12, . . . . lp be a commuting set of 
indeterminates. Then for every permutation o E S,, we have 
Z(L,,,~ *.-, L(p)) = ar17 . ..T i,). (2.10) 
Let A([) and C(5) be the following Laurent series in commutmg 
indeterminates [ and 5 with coefficients in End(L(A)), A= h$ + h,?, 
j=O, 1 , . ..) t - 1: 
A(C)= C 4W, C(t)= 1 C(i)t’ (2.11) 
ieZ iea 
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with [d, A(i)] = iA and [d, C(i)] = iC(i) for iE h. Then 
40 C(5) = C A(i) C(k) l’tk 
i,ksZ 
(2.12) 
is a well-defined Laurent series in two indeterminates [ and l, with coef- 
ficients in End(L(1)). However, if we set i = < in (2.12), the product 
Ati) C(l) = kFz (,+Fxk 44 c(i)) lk (2.13) 
is not defined in general (see [23]). Whenever the product (2.13) is defined, 
we write, 
40 C(i) = jiy 40 C(l). (2.14) 
Now for products of type (2.12) involving more than two commuting 
indeterminates extend this definition of limit inductively. 
The next corollary follows from Theorem 2.1 and the definition of limit 
by an argument similar to [23, Corollary 5.81. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For pk2, and a set of nonnegative integers 
b,, b2, . . . . b,, the limit 
exists. 
The proof of the following theorem is identical to the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 in [29]. 
THEOREM 2.3. On the level two standard g-module L(A), A= h,$‘+ h,?, 
j=o, 1, 2, *.., t- 1, we have 
Z(l, 0% w4(, . . . . w”-~C, i) = bZ(w2[, w41, .. . . w*‘-~<), (2.15) 
where “b” is a nonzero constant, given by 
t-2 
b=2a*wj(l -w)(l -0-l) n (1 -w2i+1)(1-w2i-‘)(l -w-*~)~. (2.16) 
i= 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 6 = d(2k, @)“. Then we have for /I = PI, 
E’(f8,i)E’(~B,wr)...E’(+B,wk-li) 
=E’( +fi, -5) E’( +j3, -WC).-.E’(fj?, -wk-I[). (2.17) 
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ProoJ: Since p + v/I + . . . + v 2k--1/?=0, by Eqs.(1.14) and (1.15) we 
have 
Hence 
E*(+(p+vp+ *.. +v k-1/?), [)=E*(T(vk/lf ... +vZk-lB), [). (2.18) 
But, by Eqs. (1.15) and (1.16) we have 
E’(+(B+vfi+ ... +v”-‘8),i) 
=E*(+B,OE*(+vP, 5)-E*(If:vk-% 0 
=E~(+p,i)E’(~p,05)...E’(+B,uk-15) 
and 
E*(T(vk/3+vk+l/l+ . . . +v’“-‘B),[) 
=E’(Tvka,i)E’(Tvk+‘g,r)...E~(fvZk-’,,,) 
=E*(T~,u~~)E’(~B,w~+‘~)...E*(TB,~~~~’~) 
=E’(TA -i)E’(T/l, -c$)...E*(T/?, -&-l~) 
since mk = - 1. Therefore, the result follows from Eq. (2.18). 1 
THEOREM 2.5. Let Q =sl(2k, C)“. Then on the level two standard 
g-module L(I), A = h,* + h:, j = 0, 1,2, . . . . k = t - 1, we have 
Z(i, 4, . . . . 0 k-l[)=(-l)jZ(-[, -or )...) -Wk-‘l). (2.19) 
Proof. Using Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), and (2.7), we have 
z(il , i2, . . . . ik) = ak n (1 - i,/Ml -~ir/i,)“‘(l -~-1L/LP2 
I<r<s<k 
-,fil [E-(-P, ir)E+(-8, L)@E-(A t,)E+(B, t-r) 
+u’E-(B, iJE+(B, L)@E-l-B, i,)E+(-AL)1 
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=a k I<r-J<k (1 -L/Ml -m)“*(1 -~-1L/isP2 
. . 
r=O *cl,< c/,<k 
. . . E- (P, Cr,) E+ (P, &,I . . . E- (Pv L,) E+ (A L,) 
..-E-(-b, idE+(-8, bc)@E-(fl, C’,)E+(h (1) 
. ..E-(-B.ir,)E+(-P,irl)...E-(-8,r,,)E+(-B,il,) 
.*.E-(b, c/c) E+(A ik)l* 
Hence using Eqs. (2.2), (2.3) and then letting [, + o’- ‘i and neglecting the 
zero terms, we obtain 
=a 
k l<r?s<k(l--O 
‘-“)*[(E-(-fi,[)E-(-p,w[) 
. . 
. ..E-(-p.ok-‘~)E+(-j?,[)E+(-/?,w~) 
. ..E+(-fl.~~-~ O@E-(B, 0 E-(/t 4) 
. . . E- (p, o “-‘i)E+(8,i)E+(B,r)E+(8,0C)...E+(8,0k-’i)) 
+(-l)‘{E-(B,l;)E-(B,wi)..-E-(P,ok-’i)E+(B,i) 
.E+(p, oi)...E+(/?, o k-lC)OE-(-B, i)E-(-8,d) 
. ..E-(-j?. o k-1r)E+(-B,r)E+(-B,~r)...E+(-B,~k-15)}1, 
since oki = ( - 1 )j. Similarly, we have 
=a k n (l-w ‘-“)‘C{E-(-8, -0 E-(-B, --WC) 
lGr<s<k 
. ..E-(-b. -y*-‘[)E+(-B, -LJE+(-j?p, -wQ 
.a.E+(-p, -ok-‘[)@E-(8, -l)E-(/3, -ml) 
. ..E-(/j. -J-l OE+(P, -0 E+(P, -4).-.E+(b -ok-‘O> 
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+(-#{E-(/I, -i)EP(fl, -oi)...EP(fl, -w”-‘i)E’(B, -i) 
.E+(p, -w[)...E+(p, --o k-li)oE-(-B, -i)E-(,-B, -d) 
.,-E-(-p, -co “-‘i)E+(-B, -i)E+(-D, -4) 
. ..I??+(-/?. -ok-y)}]. 
Hence by Lemma 2.4 we have 
Z(L d, .-., OJ “-I[)=(-l)‘Z(-[, -o[ )...) -OP1[), 
as desired. 1 
3. BASES FOR THE LEVEL Two MODULES 
Let L(1) GL(~,*)@L(Iz,*) be the level two standard g-module with 
highest weight ,I = h$ + hj*, 0 <<j < t - 1 and highest weight vector 
vi = u,@ oj as in Section 2. As discussed in Section 1, in order to give 
explicit realization of L(1) it is enough to give a basis for its vacuum space 
O(L) = Q(L(A)). 
For any sequence of integers ,U = (ml, m,, . . . . mP), p > 0 define the 
elements Z(p) = Z(m,, m2, . . . . mP) in EndL(IZ), A=h,*+hj*, O<j<t--1, 
by the equation 
Z(l 1 y . . . . C,) = C Zh , . . . . mp) l?’ . . SpmP, (3.1) 
where the summations range over all integers m,, . . . . mP. Note that for 
p=O we have the unique sequence /J = 0 (empty sequence) and in this 
case we define Z(0) = 1. By Theorem 2.1 we have 
Z(m,, . . . . m,) = Z(moc,,, . . . . mocp,) (3.2) 
for any permutation CT E S,. For any sequence p = (m,, . . . . mP) E Zp, p > 0, 
define l(,u)=p, I,u(=m,+ ... +m, and write ,u(1’) =mi, 1 <i< p. Also 
define 1(/2/)=0. For two sequences p= (m,, . . . . mp) and v= (nl, . . . . n,), 
p > 0, define (cf. [28]) ,u > T v if and only if 
mp~nn,;mp~,+mp~np~,+np;...;m,+ ... +mp>nn,+ ... i-n,. 
Then clearly for any sequence 19 = (rl, . . . . rq), q 2 0, we have 
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where the composition is defined by juxtaposition, i.e., p 0 8 = (ml, . . . . mP, 
rl, . . . . r4). The following results are analogous to Lemma 13.1, Corollary 
13.2, and Corollary 13.3 in [21], respectively: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let us define the coefficients a(p) and b(p) by the formal 
identities 
,JJc, (1-iilik)(1-05ilik)1’2(1-~-1iilik)”2 
. . 
= c a(p) fy’ . . . pp’, 
pen 
and 
Jykcp t1 -ii/ik)-l(l -w5ilik)-1’2(1 -w-1ii/lk)-1’2 
= c b(p) (l;(l). . . c;(P), 
pEiP 
Then a(Q) = 1 = b(Q) and a(p) = 0 = b(p) unless p <= 0, where Q = (0, . . . . 0). 
Furthermore, 
(1) Zh, . . . . mp)=CpEZo a(~L)Z(m,--(l))...Z(m,-~(p)), and 
(2) Z(m,)~~~Z(mp)=C,.~pbb(~)Z(m,-~(l),...,mp-~(p)). 
COROLLARY 3.2. For p = (m, , . . . . mp) E Zp, we have 
(1) Z(~L)=Z(m,)...Z(m,)+C,,,,a(~---v)Z(v(l))...Z(v(p)), 
(2) Z(m,).,.Z(m,)=Z(CL)+C,,,~bb(~--v)Z(v). 
COROLLARY 3.3. We have 
Zh, . . . . mp) Z(n,, . . . . n,) 
= Z(m,, . . . . mp, nl, . . . . n4) + c c(v) Z(v). 
v Z-T (ml. ..1 mp, “, 1 .. . . “4) 
for some scalars c(v). 
For any two sequences p and v, we say p < v if and only if I(P) > l(v) or 
p cT v. Then it follows from (3.3) that 
p<v=z-poe<voe and 80p<<00, (3.4) 
for any sequence 19. Let 9 denote the set of all sequences 
P = (ml, . . . . m,) E Zp, p > 0, such that m, < . . . G mp < 0. For any standard 
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g-module L = L(i) with highest weight 1, and highest weight vector u)., 
where A=h,*+hr, O<j,<t-1, define 
Q(L)(p) = C @z(v) uj.9 
V>P ” E .4 
for all p E 8, ,U # @ and define Q(L),,, = (0). Clearly we have 
Q(L)(,) 2 Q(L),“,? for pLvv;p, VEX. (3.5) 
The following proposition now can be proved by an argument similar to 
Proposition 3.4 in [ 303, using Eqs. (1.28), (3.24), Theorem 2.1, Lemma 3.1, 
and Corollaries 3.2, 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Q(L)= U,,, Q(L),,,. 
For p 2 1 and r E Z denote by (p; r) the unique sequence of integers (see 
~231) 
such that 
(pi r) = h, m2, . . . . mp) 
r=m,+m,+ ... -km,, 
m, <m,< ... <mP, 
O<m,-m, < 1. 
The following Lemma is clear (see [23, Lemma 8.21). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let p = (n,, n,, . . . . nP) E 8, p > 0, and JpJ = r. Then we have, 
(1) (P; r)G,4 
(2) ifp#(p;r), then n,< -2+n,. 
Fix a dominant integral weight A= h,* + hi*, 0 < j < t - 1. Let 
P= h, m2, . . . . mJ, m,<m2< ... Gm,. We shall say that p satisfies the 
difference two condition (see [23]) if the following conditions hold: 
(1) Fort=[(n+1)/2]+1andforeveryie(l,...,p-t+l}wehave 
mi< -2+mi+,-1, 
(2) If n+lE22, then for ie(l,...,p-t+2}, mi>-2+mi+,-, 
implies that m,+ ... +mi+,-,= j mod 2. 
Observe that for r E Z, t = [(n + l/2] + 1 the sequence (t; r) does not satisfy 
the difference two conditions, and when (n + 1) E 22, so that t- 1 = 
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{n + 1)/2, the sequence (t - 1; r) satisfies the difference two condition if and 
only if r -j mod 2. 
Let 
and 
Z(c, co2[, . . . . oF4[, 5) = C Z(‘)(r) 5’ 
IEZ 
(3.6) 
Z([, ali, . ..) co- 2 () = 1 Zc’-‘)(r)[r. 
rez 
(3.7) 
The next proposition follows immediately from Corollary 2.2, 
Lemma 3.5, and Eqs. (3.6), (3.7). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. For r E Z, we have 
(1) Z(‘)(r) = c,Z(C r) + C,, (r;r) cJ(v), 
(2) Z(‘-l)(r)=~;_lZ(t- 1; r)+Cv,Ct--l;I) c:Z(v), 
where cl, c,- , are some nonzero scalars and c,, c: are scalars for each v E 9. 
THEOREM 3.7. Zf p E 9’ does not satisfy the difference two condition, then 
Z(p)v, E Q(L),,, for L = L(I), 1= h,* + hi*, 0 <j< t - 1. 
Proof: Suppose p E 9 does not satisfy condition (1) of the difference 
two condition. Then p is of the form 
Let 
CL = (4, . . . . m,, (t; r), m,,,, ,, . . . . mph 
(t; r) = (m, + 1, . . . . m, + ,). 
Then using Eq. (3.6), it follows from Theorem 2.3 that for any v E L, 
Z(‘)(r)v= 1 b,Z(v)v 
I(v)ct 
for some scalars b,. This together with Proposition 3.6 then implies that 
Z(t; r)v= 1 a,Z(v)v 
Y > (r;r) 
for some scalars a,. Now set v = Z(m, + f + , , . . . . m,)vA and multiply Eq. (3.8) 
from the left by Z(m,, . . . . m,). Now thanks to Corollary 3.3, and Eqs. (3.2), 
(3.4), we have Z(~)V,EQ(L)(,) as desired. 
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Now suppose that n + 1 E 22, so that t - 1 = (n + 1)/2 = ke Z, say. If 
p E B does not satisfy condition (2) of the difference two condition then we 
can write 
P = (m, , . . . . m,, (k; r), ms+k+l, . . . . m,), 
where (k; r) = (m,,,, . . . . ms+k) and 
r=m,+,+ ... +ms+kfj mod 2. 
Using Eq. (3.7) it follows from Theorem 2.5, by comparing coefficients of 
5’ that for any v E L, 
Ztk)(r)v = (- l)‘+‘Z(k)(r)v. 
Since r f j mod 2, it follows from (3.9) that 
2Zck)( r) v = 0, 
which implies that 
Zck)(r)v = 0. 
(3.9) 
This together with Proposition 3.6 then implies that 
Z(k; r)v= 1 c,Z(v)v (3.10) 
Y > (k;r) 
for some scalars c,. Now as before, setting v = Z(m,+ k+ 1, . . . . mP) vA, multi- 
plying Eq. (3.10) from the left by Z(m,, . . . . m,) and using Corollary 3.3, and 
Eqs. (3.2), (3.4), we obtain Z(p)v, E Q(L),,, as desired. 1 
For 4 = h,* + h:, j= 0, 1,2, . . . . t - 1, we say that the sequence 
P = (ml, . . . . m,) E B satisfies the initial condition if at most j elements m, are 
equal to - 1, that is, if mpej < -2. The following theorem is analogous to 
[28, Theorem 3.131 and follows in a similar way from Theorem 2.3 and 
Eqs. (1.1 l), (1.12). 
THEOREM 3.8 [29, Theorem 3.131. For A=h$+hT, O<j<t-1, if 
p E 9 does not satisfy the initial condition, then Z(p)vL E Q(L),,,. 
For I = hd + h/‘, j = 0, 1, . . . . t - 1, denote by CA the set of all p E B such 
that /A satisfies the difference two condition and the initial condition. 
THEOREM 3.9. For 1= h$ + hi*, 0 <j< t - 1, let L(A) denote the 
standard g-module with highest weight 1 and highest weight vector vA. Let 
Q(L) denote the vacuum space of L(A). Then 
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(1) The set of uectors {Z(p) v1 ( p E WA,> span Q(L). 
(2) The set of vectors (Z(m,)~~~Z(m,)u, ) ~20, (VI,, . . ..m.)~‘ik~} 
span Q(L). 
ProoJ: By Proposition 3.4, we have that the set of vectors 
{Z(p) v1 ( p ~9) span Q(L). Now using Theorems 3.7 and 3.8, (1) follows 
by induction on the ordering of 9. Then (2) follows from (1) by using 
Corollary 3.2. 1 
Observe that for p E %A, the vector Z(JJ)U, E Q(L),,, . Hence the following 
theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.9 and the character 
formulas (1.1 l), (1.12) together with the generalized Rogers-Ramanujan 
identities (see [l, 21) due to Gordon, Andrews, and Bressoud. 
THEOREM 3.10. For A= h,* + hi*, 0~ j< t - 1, let L(1) denote the 
standard g-module with highest weight A and highest weight vector vl. Let 
Q(L) denote the vacuum space of L(A). Then 
(1) The set of vectors {Z(p) oA ( ,u E gA} is a basis of Q(L). 
(2) The set of vectors {Z(m,)...Z(m,)v, 1 p>O, (m,, . . . . rn,)EgA} is 
a basis of Q(L). 
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